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Abstract 

We investigate {the dynamics of low mass inelastic diffractive 

production in the framework of the "1/N dual unitarization" scheme, 

The smallness of inelastic diffractive dissociation is explicitly 

demonstrated by incorporating a Deck type mechanism with the crucial 

planar bootstrap equation. Although both inelastic and elastic 

pomeron couplings are of the same order in 1/N, the origin for their 

smallness, iummnx, is not identical. -JbK w°rk further confirms the 

validity of the iterative procedure, where the elastic amplitude is 

first generated from only non-diffractive intermediate states (except 

possiblylfor central collisions}. Using a previous study of the 

"Cylinder" strength, w».praseflTrsiso a seai-quantitative results for 

the integrated cross-section for low multiplicity diffractive production 

and conipai* i«'with the elastic cross-section at very high energies. L * 
Supported in part by the Israel Comaission for Basic Research and 

the United States-Israel Binational Science Foundation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the prominent aspects of the "1/N Dual linearization" 

("1/N D.U.") approach is that it satisfactorily explains the physics of 

hadronic processes at small momentum transfers [1,2], In particular 

there has been a substantial understanding of the so called "Zweig's 

rule violating" decays, interrelating then to diffractive scattering 

through the fundamental property [3,4] of "Asymptotic Planarity". This 

interconnection, between time-like and space-like phenomena is at the 

roots of the "1/N D.U." approach where the goal is also co construct [5,6] 

scattering amplitudes from the spectrum of hadrons which lie on Regge 

trajectories. The correct "Asymptotic Planarity" prediction [3,4] 

for the strength*s variation of non-planar diagrams, when passing from 

space-like to time-like momenta, is indeed an impressive result of the 

model. 

Especially, a considerable [1-6] understanding of ths bare pomeron, 

which controls diffractive processes at high energies, has been achieved 

in the framework of the "1/N D.U." scheme. 

It is remarked that an alternative field theoretical approach, 

which can deal quantitatively with diffractive scattering, is still 

lacking. Thus it will be worthwhile to investigate further possible 

consequences of the "1/N D.U." approach concerning the structure of 

'•!' '*•=,-.diffractive processes. 

Of great theoretical importance is the "1/N topological expansion" 

(N being the number of flavors) due [6] to Vene.iano. In this expan

sion the dependence on 1/N of any hadronic process is completely 

determined and moreover the nature of the contributing intermediate 

states is made explicit. 



Actually for the specific case of diffractive scattering, it has 

been pointed out [7} several years ago that the 1/N dependence has a 

more general origin, namely the SU(N) singlet nature of the vacuum 

exchange. 

Here we would like to investigate in more detail the dynamics of 

diffractive processes beyond the straightforward and explicit 1/N 

dependence. Obviously for this purpose one must adopt an explicit 

dynamical model specifying the space-time structure of the amplitudes, 

in addition to the internal symmetry (SU(N)) dependence. 

We shall employ the t-dependent model of Ref. (4), which has already 

been useful for deriving various physical results. In particular this 

model has been applied in Ref. (8) for studying the detailed dynamics 

of the simplest diffractive process, i.e. elastic scattering. It has 

been clarified in Ref. (8) how the underlying dynamics leads to a small 

°el/0T = ael 

el 

CD 
; 0.7 - l 

2 
with N Hi 7 being the square of the effective [9] quark flavor 

number. 

It is natural then to extend the previous study of elastic 

scattering to low mass diffractive production, both having, of course, 

the same [6,7] 1/N dependence; 

The central issue in this work is the understanding and determination 

of a_ in Eq. (2) from the dynamics (described below) of low multiplicity 

diffractive dissociation. Clearly the study of a is more involved 
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than the study of i , (Eq. (1)), since now the produced final states 

contain more than two particles. 

Why a theoretical study of low mass diffraction is interesting? 

There are several reasons for undertaking the present study. The most 

important reason concerns the self-consistency of the "1/N D.U." scheme, 

for which it is crucial to (aposteriori) justify the neglect of the 

intermediate diffractive states in the evaluation of the elastic overlap 

function. It should be remarked [10] that the diffractice component 

might be important for central collisions (small impact parameters) 

or, equivalently, low partial waves. However, here we are dealing with 

observables obtained after summing over all partial waves, and hence 

the weight of central collisions may be neglected. The neglect of the 

elastic diffractive states has been verified in Ref. (8) and here we 

provide also the jusitifcation for the neglect of the inelastic diffrac

tive states. 

Our study also defines and determines inelastic couplings of the 

bare pomeron which are compared to its elastic coupling. Moreover it 

will be interesting to understand the role of the planar bootstrap [5,6] 

in making 0n/<*T small, in comparison with the elastic scattering case. 

This will indicate the differences between inelastic and elastic 

diffractive processes, which are known to have, however, the same s 

and 1/N dependence. 

We have here another opportunity to understand better the inter

play between space-time structure and internal symmetry, namely, 

respectively, a and 1/N in Eq. (2). 

One may study the effects solely due to the space-time structure 

by eliminating the internal symmetry dependence. For such a purpose 

it is convenient and instructive to consider the ratio 
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V°el * Vael • (3) 

There has been a significant progress [11,12] in understanding 

various distributions in low mass diffractive dissociation, and the 

comparison with data is encouraging [12]. In the present work we give 

a theoretical study of the magnitude of such processes which thus 

complements the previous phenomenological investigations. 

In Section II we present the Deck type model for low multiplicity 

diffractive dissociation [11,12] and discuss its physical basis. Section 

III gives the evaluation of the integrated cross-sections, which are 

the observables under study. The role of the planar bootstrap constraint 

and phase-space effects, in the determination of a /a . , are explicitly 

exhibited and studied in Section IV, where also the basic differences 

between on and a . are discussed. Some numerical estimates, for the 
D el 

involved cross-sections, with possible phenomenological implications, 

are presented in Section V, relying on the previously determined 

"cylinder" topology. In Section VI we summarize the results and discuss 

their significance and impact on the "1/N D.U." approach. In the 

appendix we study quantitatively the effects due to pion exchange in 

the Deck mechanism. 

II. A MODEL FOR LOW MULTIPLICITY DIFFRACTIVE PRODUCTION 

The elastic amplitude is determined in an iterative manner, where, 

in the first step, only the non-diffractively produced states are in

cluded in the unitarity sun. The neglect of the elastic intermediate 

state has been justified [8] by verifying that the iterative approach 

leads indeed to a small °el/oT • The question now arises whether 

also the inelastic diffractive states can be shown, aposteriori, to 
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contribute little compared to the non-diffractive states. This is of 

vital iuportance for testing the validity of the iterative determination 

of diffractive scattering from solely the non-diffractive component. 

The outstanding virtue of the iterative approach is that the Reggeon 

parameters, which are constrained by the planar bootstrap equation, 

dictate [5,6] the dynamics of the diffractive mechanism. 

Since the inelastic diffractively produced states contain at least 

three stable particles, needless to say, the approach employed in the 

study of o , is not suitable for the present purposes. One must add 

to the "1/N D.U." scheme a new dynamical ingredient in order to under

stand and determine the inelastic diffractive cross-section, on . 

This may be accomplished in a natural way by introducing the Deck 

mechanism into the "1/N D.U." scheme. Data on low mass inelastic 

diffractive excitation have been successfully described [11] by an 

improved version of the Deck model. For the present theoretical study 

we use the "generalized dual Deck model", recently constructed by 

Cohen-Tannoudji et al. [12]. 

Let us briefly summarize the main features of the Deck model 

mechanism in diffractive dissociation. For def*niteness consider the 

diffractive production of a pit system in n n collision at high energies. 

When the pw system is near its threshold, the production amplitude is 

satisfactorily represented by adding roherently the three diagrams in 

Fig. 1 with elementary particle exchanges. Note the presence [11] of 

the direct pole term. Fig. lc, which was missing in various Deck model 

works in the past. Also the smallness of the pion mass does not [13] 

play a special role in Fig. la, both due to kincmatical U.mititiins 

and the pomeron intercept being very near 1. Actually it can be easily 

shown that for s near the pit theshold and t % 0 , the direct pole 
1 ? r 
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diagram is equal in strength, but opposite in sign, to each of the 

Deck diagrams in Figs, la, lb. Consequently a cancellation occurs and 

one is left with just one diagram which is chosen according to convenience 

(normally Fig. la). However, the cancellation deteriorates if t (s ) 

is not near 0 (threshold). In fact the coherent sum of the three 

diagrams in Fig. 1 reveals [11] intere "ng phenomena, for t and s. 

not near, respectively, 0 and threshold, e.g. the mass-slope correlation, 

which cannot be reproduced by one diagram only. 

Although some basic physical ingredient* controlling diffractive 

dissociation are inherent in the three diagrams in Fig. 1, they are 

nevertheless inadequate for our quantitative study of a_ . Indeed, in 

the evaluation of o_ one ought to consider also events with s. far from 

its threshold, in which case the elementary particle exchanges in 

Fig. 1 are not expected to be applicable. Moreover, oQ must contain 

also the resonating states coupled to pir , which presumably cannot be 

generated by the mechanisms in Fig. 1. 

Therefore we need a Deck type model which is valid also for s. far 

from theshold, contains the resonances in the pit channel as well and 

reduces to the model in Fig. 1 when s. is near threshold. Such a model 

is exactly the above mentioned [12] "generalized dual Deck model". In 

this model, the large s. behaviour and the resonance spectrum is built 

in [12] through a Veneziano-like fomul a. However, since in the 

calculation of o_ the detailed resonance structure is immaterial we can 

use instead the high s. approximation of the amplitudes. Such a 

calculational procedure, which had been justified in Ref. (12), 

enormously simplifies the investigation of o . 
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We are thus led to consider the two diagrams depicted in Fig. 2, 

now with reggeized exchanges, which constitute the adopted effective Deck 

type model. Note that this effective model may be viewed as being 

obtained [12] from the diagrams in Figs, la, lb "swallowing" the diagram 

in Fig. lc and converting the elementary exchanges into reggeized ex

changes, the latters being dual to the corresponding resonances in the 

iro channel. 

As mentioned above, in the present circumstances the small pion 

mass does not enhance the mechanism in Fig. 2b. Therefore, due to 

the vector-tensor trajectory being higher than the pseudoscalar trajectory 

one expects tht ^chanism in Fig. 2a to dominate in the evaluation of 

a , since also high values of s. are involved. 

The quark duality diagram representation of the dominant mechanism 

(Fig. 2a) is depicted in Fig. 3. The internal quark line in this figure 

can have i * u, d, s, c. Thus the contribution from Fig. 2a roust be 

multiplied by the "effective" quark flavor number N, in which the 

symmetry breaking effects are taken into account. 

The amplitude corresponding to Fig. 2a is written as 

T - S W s - V V 8™v(V(-0,s/p(V(a ')1/2 w 

where in the elastic diffractive amplitude A,, „ _ , one of the legs 

is a Reggeon having "mass" u. . It will be related below to the on-

shell elastic amplitude. Also, in Eq, (4), a possible Toller angle 

dependence has been averaged out. The Reggeon-meson-meson residue 

function is determined from the triple reggeon coupling g(0;t,t) via 

a linear planar relation [8] which reads 

B^t.p.Ju,) % (g/a1)2 e l (5) 



with 

g(0;t,t) = g(ap(0) - 2ap(t)+l)e
bt (6) 

The coupling and the slope parameters g and b, respectively, are 

related through the crucial non-lnear planar bootstrap equation, to 

be discussed in section IV. 

Concerning the off-shell elastic amplitude in eq. (4), one is 

tempted from eq. (S) to write: 

V " - P»(,3'VU1> * V - p,(s3't2)ebUl/2 (7> 

Fortunately, the results are not sensitive to the off-shell extra

polation in eq. (7), as we shall see in the next section. 

As the elastic amplitude is dominated by the bare pomeron P, one 

may write: 

V - P*(S3'V • V * ,»<»• V CV s> V t 2 ) <8> 

If m is the average mass (expected to be 'v- 1 GeV) of the produced 

vector-tensor mesons in fig. 3, we have 

s. % i2 s/Sj . (9) 

Finally, eqs. (7), (8), (9) and (1) lead to: 

bu./2 - J V ^ I \/7 
T % V - P*'5'^' W ( V ( a ' m i <•«"> « 

» (a'Sj) " i f 2 ( 1 0 ) 

Previously we have studied the structure of the elastic amplitude 

A _, in eq. (10). Our goal here then is to investigate how the 
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other dynamical factors in eq. (10) and phase-space operate in the 

determination of on. 

III. THE LOW MULTIPLICITY DIFFRACTIVE CROSS-SECTION 

Our main goal in this section is to explicitly analyze the 

effects due to phase-space, which are expected to be of importance. 

In most phenomenological studies, the interest has been focused on 

differential distributions^" in the various kinematical variables, 

leaving the normalization undetermined, thus avoiding the integration 

over the whole available phase-space. Other works deal with the phase-

space by Monte-Carlo techniques1 , However, in our theoretical 

approach it is important to exhibit the phase-space effects by an 

explicit analytical expression. Fortunately this can be done in the 

rather good approximation of a zero mass pion. 

The normalization is such that o_ and the corresponding 

transition amplitude T in eq. (10) obey (at high energies); 

1 1 ( 3 d 1< 4 J , .2 
aD(s) - 2 x 4- x _=-_. n - j r 1 * (P,*P,- S q )|Tr * N (11) 
B a (2nr I i»l ZEi * Z 1 l 

The factor of 2 in the numerator is due to the dissociation of also 

the lower pion in fig. 3 and N is the above mentioned "effective" 

quark flavor number, originating from the free loop in fig. 4. 

It is mist useful to express ' the phase-space volume in terns 

of the three invariants t,, s '.:, »nd one a2imuthal angle which can 

be immediately integrated upon to give 2n (see above). One then 

readily obtains, in the limit of a zero mass pion, using eqs. (10) 

and (11; 



=u(s) % 2 x ( — 4 f dt2|Aply „, plTCs,t2)|
2) (a-52) V 2 (a') 

(12) 

2(o.„(u,)-aD(t,))-l bu, 

with the following limits1 of integration; 

-(s,- 5 ) < u, < 0 

«2 < s l < s (13) 

It is remarked now that eq, (12) indeed indicates the insensiti" 

vity of a_ to the of-shell extrapolation of the "elastic" amplitude 

A„ „ _̂  in eq. (7). Namely, a substantial damping in u. already 

2 
arises from S „ „(u.) and the shrinkage in s. duo to the Regge 

trajectory slope. 

To simplify the evaluation of 0 n we make the technical assumption 

of neglecting the slopes of the Reggeon and bare pomeron trajectories 

in eq. (12). Also note that the tern in bracket in eq. (12) is just 

ae)l(s) which has been studied before. Therefore we have from eqs. (S), 

(13) and (12) 

2a~ -2N/2b „ aD(s) % 2 x „„(.) x (a'S
2) " « $ g 

17 ^ v v - 1 -2bi2(x-u 
x ± j dx x ° (1-e ) (14) 

1 

where in principle the upper Unit of x » s,/i is not allowed to be 

very large hut for our purposes can be taken » without committing a 

big error. Doini; this .inJ t.iking 
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<xp - o p % 0.5 

eq. (14) becones simple, namely 

2 2 2o to 2 
aD(s) * 2 « a e l( . ) * JgK» x i££J_ P

2 bm 2 e2bS E^bi 2) (15, 

with E,(x) being the well known tabulated' exponential integral 

function. 

Our knowledge on the coupling g and slope parameter b will be 

exploited, in the next section, for obtaining o^Ja ,. 

IV. ROLE OF PLANAR BOOTSTRAP AND PHASE-SPACE 

As discussed in the introduction, the smallness of the natio 

a B / C - has already been understood in the context of the "1/N D.U." 

approach. Therefore in order to determine "./o_ it is sufficient only 

to study the effects steming from all the factors multiplying a , in 

eq. (IS). 

It will be rather artificial to separate between dynamics and 

kinematics (i.e. phase-space) in eq. (15) since they are realy mixed. 

However, evidently, it is instructive for our purposes to view dynamics 

and kinematics as arising mainly from, respectively, 

»-fe^"'-2>2 a p ci.) 
and 

K . i 2 b m 2 e 2 b 5 2 B,C»i 2 ) C17> 

-2 

Indeed a decrease in bm coupled with Che phase-space limitation on 

u,, eq. (13), suppresses 0_, as eq. (14) indicates and reflected by 

the "kinematical" term K in eq. (17). 
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For convenience, eq. US) is rewritten as, using eqs. (16) and 

(17), 

V s ) 0eiCs) 

^ * 2 * ^ x D x K ("J 

Now, to demonstrate the smallness of o_/a_ we must confirm that 

both the "dynamical" and "kinematical" factors, D and K respectively, 

are so constrained as to not undermine the smallness arising from 

cr ./c_. For this pjrpose, first theory should provide a relation 

between the coupling strength g and the slope parameter b. Precisely 

such a sought relation is furnished by the non-linear planar boot

strap equation^ * * which reads1 , 

(19) 

(16') 

-2 -2 
since a'm •£ 1 (m is prevented from being large primarily by the 

produced p . See fig. 2.a) and o ^ 0.5 one concludes that 

D Z 1 (16") 

The upper bound on the "kinematical" factor K is immediately derived 

leading to ; 

g 2 N / 2 b . , 

167TCI' 

, 2on 
D = (a'sT) p 

by noting thatL 

y ey Ej(y) < 1 

_2 
for every y. Hence one can write from eq. (17), irrespective of bm , 

K < i (17-) 

and together with eqs. (16") and (18), the resulted constraint for 

o_/aT follows, using eq. (1); 



In fact, a more refined calculation, presented in the next section, 

lowers the r.h.s. of eq. (IB). 

We have thus derived the central result in this work, eq. (18), 

that in addition to^ 0
e»/°T

 als0 °i/aT is Preven*ed from becoming 

large, and actually the latter is expected to be somewhat smaller 

than the former. 

The cross-section for inelastic diffractive production of a state 

with a given mass i.e. a resonance is only part of o Consequently, 

one may infer from eq. (18) that an inelastic coupling of the bare 

pomeron is significantly smaller than its elastic coupling, although 

both have the same 1/N dependence. This is of course in accordance 

with experimental findings and illustrates the indispensability of an 

explicit dynamics to complement the topological considerations. 

Regarding the tf-exchange mechanism in fig. 2.b, we repeat that 

it is weaker than the mechanism in fig. 2.a, since in the present 

circumstances the small pion mass has no1 effect, and the pion 

trajectory is considerably lower than the vector-tensor trajectory. 

This point is further discussed and elaborated in section V and the 

appendix. 

The low multiplicity inelastic diffractive cross-section, o_, 

recieves contribution also from diagrams where the upper pion in 

fig. 2.a is replaced by vector-tensor states. Within the quark 

dynamics (inherent in the "1/N D.U" scheme) these diagiams and the 

one in fig, 2.a have an equal strength. However, such diagrams, 

having two vector-tensor resonances in the final state, contribute 



little to 0 due to phase-space limitations, as indicated by the 

estimates presented in the next section. 

The above arguments may suggest that the assumption of the 

dominance of the mechanism in figs. 2a,3 is innocuous and consequently 

that eq. (18) provides a reliable restriction on °r/°T* 

V. NUMERICAL ESTIMATES 

We have derived a constraint on an/cv, eq. (18), independently 

of the slope parameter b. A more refined restriction on <rD/c~ is 

(4 achieved from a knowledge of b. In our specific^ realization of the 

"1/N D.U." bootstrap program the dynamics of the "cylinder" determines 

the slope parameter. This enables us not only to evaluate onA>T or 

o_/o . but also the absolute magnitude of the various cross-sections 

for meson-meson scattering at high energies. 

From a study of the "cylinder" topology, which is associated with 

the physical properties of the bare pomeron, we have^ obtained 

b/o' % 2.3. Taking a'S2 % 1 , eq. (17) then leads to 

K % 0.84 x I (19) 

instead of eq. (17*). Obviously if o'n < 1, K will accordingly 

decrease. 

Knowing the value of b one can now estimate how K is modified 

if the excited mass is not allowed to be very large, as should be the 

case, ipso facto, for low mass inelastic diffractive production. It 

is easy to see from eq. (14) that, if M is the highest allowed excited 

mass, one obtains for K, instead of eq. (17), 



K = i 2bS2 (e2bm E1(2b5
2) - e21" Ej^bfi2)) '20; 

-2 2 
A reasonable value for M is £ 5 GeV for which eq. (20) gives, 

(20 •) 

rather near to the value in eq. (19) and thus verifying the applica

bility of eq. (14) with the upper limit of °° . 

With the K in eq. (20'), one has from eqs. (18) and (16"), 

°D<«> „ 1.3 °e*<s> . l.S . „ 1 f 2 n 

cTTsT% — -c^sT " T- ae* X ^ t21) 

where a » has been previously studied and is given in eq. (1). In 

other words, knowing the explicit value of b we have been able to 

derive in eq. (21) a better constraint on 0DA*T than that given in 

eq. (18). 

From the above one may state that the "topological smallness" of 

2 
0^/0-,, due to the 1/N factor, is not spoiled by the dynamics and 

phase space and actually they nay operate in the sane direction. 

Let us now present some numerical estimates using our previous 

results for meson-meson scattering derived from a study^ *̂  of both 

the planar and the "cylinder" topologies. With the acceptable values 

of a - % 0.7 and N % 7 one gets (eq. (1)) 

< W ° T * " - 1 

leading to, from eq. (21); 

oD/oT % 0.04 

The magnitude of o T is given
1 , since op(0) % 1, by 
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V s ) * IT & • * » « » " a- - iy - lft. x 2b 

where we have used eqs. (5) and (19), and with the above b % 2.1 GeV 

(a- % 0/U GeV"2) we have 

and thus 

0 D !fc 0.5 rab 

Needless to say, these estimates are in accordance with general 

expectations for meson-meson scattering at high energies. 

We now comment: on possible modifications of <*w/aj due to the 

mechanism in fig. 2.b and the diagram with two diffractively produced 

vector-tensor mesons [i.e. vector-tensor states replacing the pseudo-

scalar TI,K,D particles in fig. 3). It is first noted that the difficulty 

of transfering momentum from the incident pion to the produced vector-

tensor meson [i.e. "t . effect") in both these additional mechanisms 

m m 

will cause a suppression in their contribution to °"n(see eq. (13)). 

•Moreover, because of the low pion-trajectory intercept, o % 0, 

eq. (14) instructs us that the diagram in fig. 2.b will contribute to 

0"D at most half of the contribution of the diagram in fig. 2,a.The very 

same eq. (14) also indicates that the contribution to a_ of the other 

additional mechanism must be less than 1/4 of the term due to fig. 2.a, 

since with two produced vector-tensor states the lower limit of the 

integral in eq. (14) is now 4. 

The preceding remarks indeed ascertain that, within our semi

quantitative analysis, additional mechanisms are not expected to alter 

the basic significance of the derived restriction on o_/o in eq. (21). 
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With the above mentioned two additional mechanisms, eq. (21) will be 

modified as 

aD(s) _ 2.3 *W S> 
¥ 0T(S) 

and consequently 

o^ * °'07 

One may also deduce from the above discussion that production 

amplitudes corresponding to a higher multiplicity than in fig. 2.a 

will contribute rather little to crn. However these high multiplicity 

production amplitudes play a central role in the hitherto quantitati

vely unstudied triple pomeron mechanism, which is of crucial phenome-

nological (e.g. high mass diffraction) and theoretical (e.g. Reggeon 

field theory and convergence of the "1/N D.U." approach) importance. 

We hope to return to the triple pomeron coupling, in the context of 

the "1/K D.U." scheme, in a later publication. 

It will be instructive to illustrate the relevance of the above 

theoretical results to reality. This may be done by considering 

proton-proton scattering at high energies, for which the strength of 

the diffractive and non-diffractive mechanisms has been investigated1 

rather thoroughly. However, in order to reduce the theoretical and 

phenoaenological dissimilarities between the meson-meson and baryon-

(18 baryon1 systems, it may be more meaningful to focus on ratios of 

diffractive cross-sections rather than on their absolute magnitudes. 

We first note that in proton-proton scattering the NAL-ISR data 

suggest 



whereas our present derivation implies 

0.4 < (o„/o .1 < 0.7 1 D eJ.Jim 

thus lending a further support to the validity of the "1/N D.U." 

approach to low-multiplicity diffractive production (Needless to say, 

the equality of the r.h.s. in the above ratios is fortuitous) in 

meson-meson systems. 

Moreover the proton-proton NAL-ISR data indicate that 

o\A °n * °n • "here the superscript denotes the number of negatively 

charged particles in the final state. Again this is consistent with 

the dominance of the mechanism in fig. 2a,3, which accomodates both 

final states containing, respectively, one and no negatively charged 

pion. 

The semi-quantitative accordance of our theoretical results with 

the WAI.-ISR proton-proton experiments is indeed encouraging for the 

"1/N D.U." schsme. But, of course, there is no substitute for a 

dirrect comparison with meson-meson scattering at very high energies 

which is, however, presently inaccessible. 

VI. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION 

In this work we have extended our previous1 analysis of a „/a 

to the study of (T-/0-. . As expected, inelastic diffractive production 

is appreciably more intricate to investigate than elastic scattering; 

First, more particles are involved in the final states and an 

appropriate feasible analog of two body unitarity is lacking. Second, 
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one should inevitably augment to the "1/N O.U." scheme a mechanism 

which presumably controls inelastic diffractive production. 

Nevertheless we have been able <a present a simplified and 

tractable study of o_/a_. This has been made possible by employing 

(4 a t-dependent factorizable dual bootstrap modell , incorporated with 

(12 
the recently constructed generalized "duel Deck mechanism" for low 

multiplicity dif'fractive production. Consequently,the detailed role of 

the underlying dynamics in determining Op/oT has been clearly exhibited. 

In particular we have seen how the wital planar bootstrap relation 

co-operated with kinematics (phase-space) in making a
D / ° T small. As 

in the case of aGjj/
a
T» our work corroborates that dynamics and 

kinematics do not spoil the smallness due to the 1/N but actually 

may work in the same direction. We can now say not only that 

y u . » 0(1/N2) but also that, 

<JD/<TT < 1 / N 2 

or more precisely the an in eq. (2) may obey (see section V) 

The present work again illustrates the central importance of a 

detailed space-tine dynamics in conduction with the "1/N topological 

expansion". For example, the alluded smallness of ° n/" T readily 

implies a substantial suppression of an inelastic bare pomeron coupling 

relative to the elastic coupling (e.g. B p m r » fSp̂ , ) , although both 

have the same topological 1/N dependence. Thus, relying solely on the 

1/N dependence nay be strongly misleading in certain circumstances. 

The demonstrated snallness of °D/0T and 0 n/a- is a necessity 

for the self-consistency of the "1/N Dual Unitarization" approach. 
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Indeed, one is allowed to ignore the intermediate elastic and inelastic 

diffractive states, in the unitarity sum of the elastic amplitude, 

only if, aposteriori, a . and an turn out to be considerably smaller 

than the non-diffractive cross-section. In other words, we have 

verified the applicability of the iterative, or perturbative, approach 

to diffractive scattering in the "1/N D.U." scheme, where the input 

is provided by the non-diffractive component which is generated only 

from exchanged reggeons with no bare ponerons involved. 

It should be remarked that the validity of the perturbative 

approach to diffractive scattering in meson-meson systems has been 

established for "integrated" observables, namely when one sums over 

all the partial waves (or, equivalently, integrating over all impact 

parameters) participating in the process. However, it may happen that, 

in the unitarity relation for low partial waves, the dominance of the 

non-diffractive mechanism deteriorates^ . For this specific set of 

low partial waves, one will have to resort to a non-perturbative 

treatment of diffractive scattering. 

The numerical estimates, carried out in section V, are in line 

with thephenomenological analysis of proton-proton scattering at very 

high energies, again indicating the usefulness of the "1/N D.U." 

scheme. However, for a more significant comparison with experiment one 

needs data on meson-meson scattering at high energy or/and a quantified 

t-dependent and consistent dual bootstrap model for baryons'- . 

The potentiality of the "1/N D.U," approach is further manifested 

in this work, and may be more appreciated if one notes that alternative 

schemes have conceptual and practical difficulties^ in coping with 

small momentum transfer phenomena. 
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in fig. 1. As already mentioned in section II the pion'pole in fig. la 

is illusive^ in the present circumstances where the bare pomeron 

intercept obeys ctp % 1. Indeed from purely kinematical considerations 

one obtains, for s, near its threshold1- , 

j-a ? « j. 
t, - m. u, - m„ s. - rn 
1 TT 1 p 1 TT 

showingexplicitly the cancellation of the pion pole in the case of 

(bare pomeron dominated) diffractive scattering. Moreover, the above 

relation implies that, for s, near its threshold, one is practically 

left with one and only one of the diagrams in fig. 1. Clearly the 

extent of the cancellation among the diagrams in fig. 1 will diminish^ 

with increasing s.. However, since the pion trajectory is low lying, 

presumably it contributes mostly to low s,. Therefore one may estimate 

the pion contribution by considering the diagram in fig. I.e. a step 

that vastly simplifies tho kinematical calculations. Such a step is 

further supported if one notes that the large s, behavior of the 

diagram in fig. la is similar to that of the diagram in fig. l.c 

(since a^ % 0). 

The amplitude corresponding to fig. l.c is given by; 

M(X)- %* -> m,c*2J —L - r <w «£%>•* 
sl " "n 

Suaming over the helicities of the p-meson we obtain 

IlMW^-lA^^Cs.^r—L^g^^ 



with 

The coupling g is related to the p -*• 2TT width by; 

r .Z2™x X 
p •»• mr 4n 7 T 

Zmp 

The contribution, which is denoted by a^t to the inelastic 
diffractive integrated cross-section is' 

.3 

°!w • ^ x m \ 2 • • S i n 21^« 4 (PI+P 21 fli)^"(M|2 

" 2A1/Z(s,n;,ia6 (2ir)5 > i-1 ZEi ' ' l ' ) 

the excitation of the other incident pion. As I |H I is indepen-

* f 15 dent of angles in the s, system one may write a simple form1- , namely 

g;(s) . 4 ) < _ L T - ^ x - m d s 1 d t 2 i U 2 ( s r m ^ |MWI2 

X(s,»;,m;) C47T)3 I l s l X 

Integrating on t, and expressing J |M | in terms of the p * irct 

width, one obtains 

1 x Vp-m, f i_Jf «sw - * - «rtt.) >< i « ^ - ^ , »:» dsi 

where the (t.,) . effect has been neglected due to the high s , and 

o is the mr elastic cross-section. In the liait of n_ - 0, the last 

integral can be performed explicitly, leading to 

_ T - T % 4 x ^ - x _ _ _ % - . . - . % 0.13 

or, froa section V, 
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fE.i.iiJHl.^iih 0.013 
°T

 ¥ . mp °r 
thus verifying the dominance of the mechanism in fig. 3. 

Note the natural appearance of a small parameter in the expression 

for ajl/o j , namely r/m, reflecting the narrowness of resonances. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. The three components, respectively in fig. la, lb, lc, 

coaposing the "improved Deck model". 

Fig. 2. The diagraas representing the generalized "dual Deck 

nechanisa" for diffractive dissociation. 

Fig. 3. The quark representation of fig. 2.a with the addition of 

the other flavors. 

Fig. 4. The overlap of fig. 3, corresponding to the low-multiplicity 

diffractive cross-section. 
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